Anders Aberg
Alriksgatan 6b, 753 30 Uppsala | +46 709 53 90 87 | anders@andersaberg.com

Objective
I love to craft useful and elegant software solutions for customer painpoints. I have a passion for learning new things and
improving my own skill in both development, design and project management.

Experience
PLATFORM ARCHITECT | CASPECO AB | LATE 2014 – PRESENT (FULL TIME)
Innovator and technical platform architect for a new web based platform. Full responsibility for both frontend
architecture and server architecture. Working together with and leads a team of 6 other developers to build a new
foundation for the company and its customers.
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT/ FOUNDER | LANTERNA INSIGHTS | 2014 - PRESENT
Responsible for building a large scale data analytics platform by collecting wifi data and tracking customers in store for
retailers.
TECHNICAL LEAD DEVELOPER | CASPECO AB | 2012 - LATE 2014 (FULL TIME)
Full stack developer with full responsibility for both web projects and Windows applications. Evangelizing the web as a
platform.
DEVELOPER AND DESIGNER | CREATIVE RETAIL | 2012 - PRESENT
Marketing agency founded by me together with two companions. We worked with both small and large companies
creating creative campaigns, developed business strategies, company brands and web work. We worked with large clients
such as Lantmännen AB creating web campaigns and with smaller business such as Tvättbilen Yorda AB (Co –Founder)
creating a full strategy for marketing and business development.
DEVELOPER | CASPECO AB | 2010 – 2012 (FULL TIME)
I joined Caspeco as a junior .NET developer with focus on the web. I developed Web and Windows applications with focus
on real time booking systems.
WEB CONSULTANT + GRAPHIC DESIGN | 360 HOLDINGS | 2009 - 2010
I freelanced as a web consultant and worked together with one of the major poker businesses in Sweden to improve their
web presence. My primary responsibilities were graphic design and managing their web presence.
WEB CONSULTANT| MY OWN FIRM | 2007 - 2009
I ran my own small independent business during my time in high school where I primarily worked with small business
developing logotypes and simple webpages.

Skills & Abilities
.NET FRAMEWORK
I have developed full time in the .NET framework for the last 4 years, ranging from .NET 2.0 to .NET 4.5. During my time
with development I’ve worked extensively with WinForms building desktop application Line of business software.
ASP.NET and most recently with OWIN based web services.
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ASP.NET
I worked with both the old WebForms platform and more extensively with more modern technologies such as ASP.NET
MVC and Web API.
JAVASCRIPT
During my time in web development I’ve built a lot of solutions with javascript. Ranging from simple scripting together
with libraries such as jQuery to more sophisticated Single Page Applications where the ui is 100% javascript controlled.
During my time building SPA’s I’ve gathered knowledge about frontend frameworks such as React JS, DurandalJS,
KnockoutJS, BackboneJS, jQuery, AMD, CommonJS etc.
TYPESCRIPT
In later years I have developed actively in Typescript instead of pure javascript and been active in the typescript
community since the first beta, version 0.5.
HTML 5 & CSS 3
I have been a web developer since 2007 and have extensive experience with HTML and CSS.
MYSQL, MSSQL & RAVENDB
MySQL has been the primary database that I have worked with but I have also worked with NoSQL databases such as
RavenDB in production.
CLOUD SERVICES
I lead a team that implemented solutions in the Microsoft Azure Cloud infrastructure and have a good understanding of
possibilities and limitations in the cloud environment, specifically in Azure.
OPEN SOURCE
I am actively engaged in open source projects and maintain multiple myself. I am a strong advocate of open source and I
take great pleasure of contributing to open source projects.

Education
IT HIGHSCHOOL | 2009| IT-GYMNASIET KATRINEHOLM
3 years of high school with a lot of IT related courses, such as networking, operating systems, IT administration, Web
development, Linux.
COMPUTER SCIENCE | 2010 | LINKÖPINGS TEKNISKA UNIVERSITET (UNCOMPLETED)
Major: Computer Science
I studied Computer Science (Civilingenjör i datateknik) for a full year, out of five, before being recruited to Caspeco AB.

References
Available upon request.
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